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NPP Mochovce - a project of extraordinary significance was the headline of some 

publications or press releases prepared and distributed by most of the different parties 

involved in the completion and safety level upgrading of Unit 1 & 2 of NPP Mochovce, 

Different reasons were mentioned to justify this headline: 

- It was the first time that the safety-level of a Plant should be increased through a global 

modernisation programme in parallel to the necessary completion work. 

- Both, on the side of authorities and their safety experts and organisations as well as on 

the part of the involved industries an international cooperation was established and a 

common understanding on an acceptable safety-level had to be defined. 

- The compatibility of different technological approaches - often questioned by sceptical 
persons - could be proved, 

- and last but not least it was clear that this project would create a positive example for the 

planned safety improvements in other plants of the same or similar design. 

What are the conclusions-now,-roughly 5 years later? Was it really a project of extraordinary 

Significance? 

Some answers were already given by Mr. Valach. A lot of (extra) efforts have been 

necessary to organise 

- the work, 

- the different partners, 

- to handle successfully all the political impacts mostly caused by anti-nuclear 

organisations and parties from abroad and 

- to manage the financial situation. 
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But, let me try to give some conclusions or impressions which we - EUCOM - made during 

the last 5 years. Since technical aspects will be presented in the next session after the 

Coffee Break, this summary will reflect on more general items. 

I. Starting Phase 

EUCOM was fully aware that a project which started more than 10 years before the German-

French Consortium EUCOM was established and a contractual relationship between the 

client and the industrial partners - a relationships different to those which we expected -

already existed and still exists, would need a lot of work and goodwill in order to harmonise 

the different ideas, interests or intentions. 

We learned to use new words caused not only by the fact that most of us worked for the first 

time in Slovakia and therefore heard the sound of the new language for the first time. 

- Is it really necessary to distinguish between our Contractual Partner "Slovenské 

Elektrárne a.s." and the "Investor" or is this difference of words only caused by a mistake 

of the interpreter? 

- Why are there 2 different-departments of SE-EMO sitting at the table and who is 

responsible for what? 

What or who is behind: 

- the General Contractor (GdT) 

- the Original Designer (AEP) 

- the General Designer (EGP) 

- the Final Supplier 

- UJD 

What is the content of 

- Decree 105 and 

- Uvodny Projekt / Vykonávací Projekt 

We recognised - sometimes a little bit late - that everybody sitting at the table - mostly on 

EUCOM-Side - had a little bit different understanding of the real meaning behind all these 

words. 
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As a storage technology CEZ, a. s., choose and accepted a dry storage technology in two-purpose 
storage containers. The project of a new storage facility with a capacity of 1340 tons of heavy metals 
successfully passed the EIA late last year and the SUJB (nuclear regulator) issued a positive statement 
on this new nuclear installation. The next step will be the obtaining of the planning consent. This new 
1340 tHM storage together with the adjacent existing 6001 HM storage will provide sufficient capacity 
for total Dukovany spent fuel production. 

SF storage facility for NPP Temelín will be needed in 2014 and projected capacity is 1370 tHM. It is 
expected that it will be located on the Temelín site. 

As has been mentioned earlier, the proposed concept allows the long-term dry storage of spent fuel 
which can later be transferred to the underground repository or the fuel cycle back-end can be modified 
depending on developments in science and technology. Long-term storage of spent fuel in an inert 
atmosphere is possible on the condition that during the storage the fuel will not significantly deteriorate. 
Therefore we have already started research focused on predictions of spent fuel behaviour when stored 
for a long time and on defining the limiting criteria. 

In conclusion, the approach of CEZ to nuclear power stations decommissioning is briefly mentioned. 
Some relevant studies were elaborated which assess the technical feasibility of decommissioning and 
financial demands of the whole decommissioning process. Based on results obtained from these studies, 
CEZ, a. s., adopted the strategy of safe enclosure of active buildings for the period of 50 years for 
decommissioning of both nuclear power plants. CEZ, a. s., also plans to extend lifetime of the NPP 
Dukovany reactors by ten years. It is expected that the first unit will be shut down after 2025. 

The accepted strategy is following: After permanent shut down of NPP and a necessary period of time 
for the final cooling down of fuel assemblies, all nuclear fuel will be taken out. The spent fuel will be 
stored in the interim spent fuel storage facility. 

It is assumed that the power plant will be in the stage of safe enclosure for a period of 50 years. In the 
considered time delay the level of radioactivity of contaminated materials will decrease significantly in a 
natural manner. After this period, dismantling and decontamination will be performed to remove 
residual radioactivity of technological systems and buildings which were in contact with contaminated 
materials and which were placed in the radiation controlled area. Then the locality will be released for 
further commercial use of CEZ. 

The management of the CEZ has passed and accepted the new strategy in the field of the nuclear fuel 
cycle back - end in October 1999. Our strategy comes out from the present technical and legislative 
knowledge in the field of fuel cycle back - end. The accepted strategy creates flexible conditions for 
future technical, scientific, legislative and economic progress. 
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(Uvodny Projekt)" and at a later stage "Detailed Project (Vykonávací Projekt)". Most of the 

discrepancies concerning 

- technology 

- scope and 

- the related commercial aspects 

we had or have to solve today, were created during this period. Unfortunately, our intention 

to perform the - in contractual terms the so-called "Compliance Check" - was not understood 

or even not recognised by some of the involved experts. 

I would like to stop now this description of some of our experiences we made. The problems, 

caused by differences in historical and/or cultural behaviour were mostly be solved by the 

good-will of the involved partners. More details should be discussed and afterwards 

improved during a possible "lesson learned symposium" a symposium, which could be very 

useful from our point of view. 

Some statistical data which might give an impression about the work performed and the 

cooperation activities which took place are shown in the following transparency. Not included 

in these figures are the hundreds of informal meeting and contacts during the last 5 years. 

But we should not forget that we were - and hopefully will stay - in Mochovce to take part on 

the realisation of an international acceptable safety level. I will not present to much technical 

details. I think that this will be done in the next session of this Conference after the Coffee 

break by experts of SE-EMO. Therefore only some examples which might give an first 

impression and which can be presented easily in plausible pictures shall be mentioned. 

1. Improvement of the pressurizer valves 

The Objectives of these Safety Measure were to the following: 

- Modification and qualification of the valves for ATWS-Conditions 

- Modifications and qualification of the valves for primary Feed and Bleed. In addition it 

was necessary to improve the equipment with respect to "Cold overpressure protection" 

of the Reactor Pressure Vessel. To fulfil all these requirement it was necessary to modify 

the related l&C-equipment too. 

The transparency shows existing system with the modifications of hardware marked with red 

colour. 
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2. The Radiation Monitoring System 

One of the biggest task within our Contract - as well in terms of money - was the 

improvement of the Radiation Monitoring System inside as well as outside of the Power 

Plant. Only one of these new systems is shown on the next picture. If you will see one of 

these well-equipped 3 cars somewhere in Slovakia then you will see a part of this Safety 

Measures. The equipment of this cars is designed to observe the environment with respect to 

the radiation-level. 

3. Improvement of the Secondary Side 

One result of the different Pre-Studies was that the Main Steam Line as well as the Relief 

Valves have to be qualified for the release of Water Flow as well as Steam-Water Mixtures. 

This had to be done not only in thermal-hydraulic analysis but also in hardware test. 

Therefore the respective valves were dismantled, shipped to France and tested by 

Framatome in the test facilities shown in the picture. The result of these tests and analyses 

led to additional supports of the valve itself and the Main Steam Line. 

4. Additional Scram Signals 

The last picture shall demonstrate that not only apparatus and machinery but also human 

beings were needed to perform the work. The team shown in the next picture were working 

on the improvement of the Reactor Protection System. The experts identified that, 3 new 

Scram Signals into the Reactor Protection System have to implemented. 

These Signals are 

- High Pressurizer Water Level 

- High Pressure of the Primary System and 

- High Temperature in the Hot-Leg of the Primary Circuit. 
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Conclusion 

Let's try to come to a conclusion. 

From our point of view the attribute "a project of extraordinary significance" was proved true. 

The Safety Measures were implemented - only some few of minor importance have to be 

finalized in the near future; with respect to some others preliminary solutions were found 

which will be exchanged by the final one's soon. 

The cooperation between the partners was o.k. Everybody involved in the project recognised 

a lot of good will. But, concerning cooperation, there is always room for improvement, all over 

the world. 

The compatibility of different technologies - often doubted in the public discussion - was not 

a real problem. This was not surprising, because experts know that physical rules are 

identical all over the world. 

And last but not least, this project was expected to be a positive example for other power 

plants of similar type with respect to the achieved safety-level as well as concerning the 

international cooperation. 

We hope on further projects together with experienced partners. 

Thank you for your attention. 
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NPP Mochovce 1&2: 
Primary Circuit Overpressure Protection 

• Functional qualification for the extended requirements: 
• Anticipated Transients without Scram (ATWS) 
• Bleed and Feed (B&F) 

• Cold overpressure protection of RPV (PTS) 

• Upgrading to the current state of the art: 
• Degassing of PRZ valve station 
• Purging of valve outlet lines 
• Design improvements of spring loaded pilot valves 
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NPP Mochovce 1&2: 
Primary Circuit Overpressure Protection; Modifications 
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NPP Mochovce 1&2: 
Environmental Radiation Monitoring 
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